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presence of the other. These are social 
objects in another sense as well: they 
must be seen in person to be understood. 
The complexity of their conversation 
evaporates in reproduction where every-
thing is uniformly flattened and the 
almost shocking black ridge of the dry-
point is swallowed into gray. These are 
prints to spend time with. 

—Susan Tallman

Julie Mehretu
Myriads, Only By Dark (2014)
Four-panel multicolored aquatint and 
spit-bite on Hahnemühle Museum Etch-
ing 450 gsm, 81 1/4 x 45 1/4 inches, each 
panel. Edition of 30. Printed by the artist, 
published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles. 
$175,000, framed.

Julie Mehretu’s intricate assemblages of  
 lines, washes and gestural marks 
articulate familiar yet often unidentifi-
able linguistic and architectonic traces, 
fragments of systems the viewer can grab 
onto. In painting and print, she layers 
architectural plans, maps and other sche-
mata to invoke the histories of cities and 
civilizations, and heighten our awareness 
of how we make sense of the world. 

Inspired in part by the energy of the 
Arab Spring, Myriads, Only By Dark is 
initially overwhelming in its scale (each 
of the four panels is nearly seven feet 
high), immediacy and dynamism. Only 
gradually do the prints disclose their 
deliberate structure, built up, layer upon 
layer, through an assortment of etching 
techniques and no fewer than 57 differ-
ent plates. Close looking reveals three 
sets of plate marks on each print. Lim-
ited by the size of the press bed, Mehretu 
originally planned to use three sheets of 
paper for each panel, as she had done in 
Auguries (2010), in which 12 sheets adjoin 
to form a 15-foot-long, gridded image. 
The arrival of a larger press meant each 
of Myriad’s panels could be printed with a 
single plate, but Mehretu chose to main-
tain the sense of internal division with 
the embossed plate marks, which she felt 
suggested the folds of an oversized map. 

In each composition, a foreground 
flurry of vigorous black smudges and 
handprints hovers above a delicate back-
ground armature of straight lines and 
architectural curves. This juxtaposition 
of impulsive smears and precise, topo-
graphical marks is at the heart of Meh-
retu’s aesthetic, and etching, with its 

velvety aquatint stains and rigorously 
clean lines, is well suited to the task. 
Working on Mylar to simulate the 12 to 
18 plates used for each print, Mehretu 
began with the background vector lines 
and arcs. These were generated in Adobe 
Illustrator but on the plate were inked à 
la poupée, such that several colors could 
be blended within a single line. On other 
Mylars she applied ink with airbrush or 
with paper towel to create a pixelated 
effect; spit-bite was applied directly 
onto the copper plates, while handprints 
and large smudges were made by print-
ing from the artist’s hand and forearm 
dipped in India ink. 

Viewing the prints, we reverse Meh-
retu’s sequence of creation; what she con-
structed, we deconstruct. The frames and 
plate marks guide us through this process, 
and the more time one spends in front 
of a panel, the farther the eye reaches 
into its shadows. Each composition sug-
gests a cobweb that has snared traces of 
time—fragments of a momentary world. 
The admixture of impromptu gesture and 
precision, initially jarring, becomes syn-
chronistic, an analog for mankind’s rela-
tionship with the tectonic world. 

Over the four parts of Myriads, Only By 
Dark, the open spaces grow ever more 
sharply defined, until in the final print it 
assumes a diamond shape, edged with 
ethereal lines of pink and blue. This 
rhombus hovers like a kaleidoscopic win-

dow onto time and space. Mehretu’s 
habitual mapping of historical and per-
sonal narratives, public constructs and 
physical places cracks open to the future 
as well as the past.                —Elleree Erdos

Carrie Moyer
Untitled (2014–)
Ongoing series of monotypes in ink on 
Rives BFK paper with mulberry chine 
collé, in two sizes, roughly 41 x 30 and 29 
x 21 inches (a few flip these dimensions in 
horizontal format). Printed and published 
by Marina Ancona at 10  Grand Press in 
Brooklyn, NY. $4,000–$6,000 each.

Swash and Soft Cells (2014–)
Ongoing series of monotypes in water-
color on Arches 88, 24 x 18 inches each 
(one horizontal flips the dimensions). 
Printed by James Stroud. Published by 
Center Street Studio, Boston, MA. Pre-
publication price $2,600 each.

Left: Julie Mehretu, panel C of Myriads, Only  
By Dark. (indigene) (2014). ©2014 Julie Mehretu 
and Gemini G.E.L. LLC.  
Above: detail.
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This past year, Carrie Moyer, who has  
 gained renown in the past few years 
for large, colorful abstract canvases com-
bining biomorphic and hard-edge forms, 
has turned her attention to monotypes, 
working in two different modes at two 
different workshops. Visitors to the E/
AB Fair in Manhattan last November 
could view the series in side-by-side 
booths—a serendipitous arrangement 
that allowed ready comparison. Both 
featured Moyer’s signature compositions 
and her bright-hued palette verging on 
the psychedelic. It is clear she has come 
to appreciate the light-bestowing quali-
ties of paper, on which she rarely works, 
as well as the spontaneous effects of a 
matrix. “You can kill a painting by doing 
too much to it,” Moyer says. “Maybe it’s 
a cliché, but here there’s a finiteness,  
and the element of surprise is deeply  
satisfying.” 

Moyer has visited 10 Grand Press near 
her studio repeatedly over the past year—
four or five days for the first runs, then 
back for two or three days at a time to 
finish up. The resulting untitled mono-
types are printed with chine collé and 

additionally collaged and stenciled with 
cutouts from other printed sheets. In this 
labor-intensive process, the prints might 
be run through the press as many as 20 
times; 15 have been produced thus far, 
with another five under way. The images 
are striking for their layered, translucent 
effects, partially achieved with offset 
lithographic inks that 10 Grand’s Marina 
Ancona found at a now-defunct Spanish 
company. Once the basic compositions 
are set, Ancona reports, she and Moyer 
deploy the offset inks—“very luminous, 
almost fluorescent,” as Ancona describes 
them—in a unifying tint. Moyer’s shapes 
melt into a shallow, ambient ether, 
except for occasional opaque, hard-edge 
shapes that seem to sit on the surface—
here a blue bracket, there a rust-colored 
arabesque. 

By contrast, the prints Moyer has pro-
duced with James Stroud at Center Street 
Studio—13 and counting—are created in 
her Brooklyn studio. Stroud has devised 
a method by which Moyer paints in satu-
rated solutions of watercolor onto resis-
tant vellum, which he sends her through 
the mail. Once completely dry, the draw-

ings are Fed-Exed back to Boston, where 
Stroud runs them once through the 
press against sheets of drenched paper 
and under enormous pressure, transfer-
ring the re-liquefied watercolor image 
from the vellum to the paper. Because 
the vellum never absorbs the watercolor, 
Moyer is able to work on it by subtrac-
tion, removing earlier marks and apply-
ing new ones. “I can spread out,” says 
Moyer, “doing lots of things at once. I 
love both processes, but the watercolor 
is very immediate—a one-shot complica-
tion, not a layering built up over time.” 

The aptly titled Swash and Soft Cells 
monotypes are more allover in feeling 
than the 10 Grand prints. The image lies 
flatter on the surface, often with distinc-
tive beading and pooling that convey the 
liquid quality of her medium. One feels 
more immediately the bodily movement 
of the artist as she pours and spatters. 
Together, the two sets of prints represent 
two sides of Moyer’s abstraction, one 
considered, the other more free-wheel-
ing, and display her roots in both graphic 
design and Color Field painting.               

—Faye Hirsch

Left: Carrie Moyer, Swash 2 (2014–). Right: Carrie Moyer, Untitled (2014–).




